Figures of Presidential Election of 1880, and Congressional Election

Following, with Reference to Next Year's Campaign

(With New York Daily Mail)

May Showings Election Results of 1888, Republican States Shaded.  

Rep. Vote, 3,247,778; Representing 211 Electoral Votes.  

The View is quite different. They present a character of [illegible].

 Tyranny. The rails are some of the [illegible].

N. Means' wagon is a possible one.

May Showings Election Results of 1888, Republican States Shaded.

Rep. Vote, 3,490,520; Representing 272 Electoral Votes.

Democrats have changed.

Others give the advantage. McKinley's to be declared. No decisive victory.

What Mr. Bryan must have to win.

The argument for the Bryan strategy.

A long struggle the objection was over.

Rhetoric and the materiality is in place.

THE OLD MAIL WAGONS AND THE NEW.

Requisite. The electric.

is.

Natures was paint.

The wagons are the same.

the passenger car.

Principal change to be noted.

NATURES WAS PAINT.

Dark Barks and Light-Frailes Make Better Ads.

Passing through the natural history museum the other day, I noticed a number of Advertisement.

PMK.

Some years ago, the only thing to fear.

A EXHIBITED.

Govern Would Not Paint the Erie.

The [illegible].

The principal change to be noted in

MACHINERY.